


T
echnology is at the forefront of 
the modern world; it has led to 
advancements which were inconceivable 
just a few decades ago. On the 
other hand, education has been the 
cornerstone of our society for centuries, 
and it has become a matter of principle 
for all individuals to have the right to 
education. And now technology has 
allowed education to be taken to new 
heights. No longer is education a matter 
of preaching ideas which students are 
expected to absorb, remember and 
regurgitate in a pre-conditioned exam, 
but instead it is a forum for interactive 
development and growth which 
translates into real-world application and 
results which develop the individual, the 
economy and the world as a whole.

Technology and education bring 
people together. Education no longer 
stands alone; it is not reserved for the 
individual who can afford to pay tuition 
fees and may study it full-time, instead it 
is a life-long requirement of all that want 
to grow and achieve. 

Globaltraining recognises the need 
for learning to be flexible, affordable 
and interactive, and hence we have an 
active aspiration to become the leader 
in professional, technology-based 
education. We are achieving this through 
a number of innovative introductions:

Student InformatIon 
SyStem (SIS)
The SIS aims at monitoring student 
progress, which is key to the success 
of any worthwhile goal. Students are 
regularly given progress and mock tests 
to evaluate how they are advancing. 
Now students may receive instant, 

online access to their practice exam 
results, broken down by question and 
with personalized feedback from their 
lecturers. They will also be able to 
compare their progress with that of the 
rest of the class.
This information is available online and 
via our own mobile application - a web-
based, cloud-based software available 
now to both students and firms.

mobIle applIcatIon
With one in every five people owning 
a smartphone or tablet, mobile 
applications are an accessible and 
practical form of learning.

A student may be on the move, and 
with one click he/she can tap into 
invaluable resources. Globaltraining’s 
app gives students resources to increase 
their learning potential through, for 
example, exam tips, and it also allows 
them to monitor their progress through 
the Student Information System. 

In line with Globaltraining’s philosophy, 
we will be continuously improving this 
app by adding short key topic videos by 
lecturers, promoting multiple-choice style 
quizzes and giving key learning points. 

onlIne claSSroom
It is a common misconception that online 
training reduces the quality of tuition and 
personal tutor support.

With an online course at Globaltraining, 
students are invited to join a virtual 
classroom where they will see the 
lecturer – who will be able to chat 
and communicate with them – live. 
The lecturer will run the lecture as in a 
classroom, guiding students through 
topics using their interactive whiteboard.

The heart of Globaltraining’s success, 
including outstanding pass-rates and 
numerous worldwide student prizes, is 
our first-rate lecturers and tuition. Our 
lecturers are dedicated to going the extra 
mile and are always available by e-mail 
or phone if a student has questions.

Furthermore, no longer do our students 
have to worry about missing a lecture, or 
not understanding a point, as they can 
review these live lectures in recorded 
format at any time. This is an invaluable 
extra which allows students to take 
learning at their own pace and level.

onlIne learnIng portalS
In order to maximise a full online 

programme, it is essential that students 
have full-time access to the materials 
they need. One of the key benefits of 
online training is that students can study 
when they want and how they want. 

Globaltraining runs a number of highly 
successful courses online (including 
ACCA, ACA, CFA and CIA) and we are 
proud to be at the forefront of online 
professional training development.

All our online students are given 
access to our Moodle learning portal. 
Here they have access to top-quality 
study materials, which they can view at 
any time from their computer, mobile 
or tablet. Furthermore, they receive 
access to the recorded lectures, and can 
participate in multiple-choice quizzes 
and exam simulation tests.

GlobaltraininG 
leadinG the Way
Technology allows education to fit real 
lives and real people. We cannot – and 
should not – limit education to a time, 
place or income-bracket.

The cost of a computer and internet 
connection is no longer out of reach and 
the rapid expansion of internet access 
is the foundation of the growth of online 
education, and Globaltraining is set and 
ready to be the leaders in this field. 

Globaltraining
Adapting to Technological Change
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Globaltraining is an international professional training 
organisation associated and co-branded with the University of 
Nicosia to leverage best practice in academic and professional 
training programs.

Globaltraining’s 23-year history has involved a lot of hard 
work, commitment, enthusiasm, a passion for learning and 
success, as well as total dedication and devotion to excellence 
in education. As a Centre of Excellence we have earned 
international recognition and a reputation for quality.  We 
provide first-rate teaching practices, outstanding facilities 
and innovative teaching methods, thereby expanding and 
enhancing graduate employability in the growing financial 
services sector.

 A journey of challenges has also been full of successes, with 
Globaltraining students achieving prizes in almost every exam 
sitting. In 2012, we were awarded the InBusiness Award for 
the Best Service Provider and in 2013 the European Business 

Award National Champion for Customer Focus – evidence of 
our unending contribution to education and training for the 
accounting and financial services sectors.

 We feel great pride in our contribution to the development 
of Cyprus as a financial centre, for having encouraged demand 
for professional training internationally, including operating 
learning centres in Greece since 1997, Romania since 2006 
and Live Online since 2010. We now have presence in more 
than 10 countries through collaborations with local learning 
providers and via our Live Online operations.

 In our history we have trained company Presidents, 
Chairmen, CEOs, CFOs, Directors and Partners of top 
financial, accounting and auditing firms, major investment 
banks and multinational companies. Our students and 
graduates are, undoubtedly, the best ambassadors of 
Globaltraining all over the world, and we want to congratulate 
them on all their outstanding achievements.

Board Members of Globaltraining (from left): Odysseus Tavros, Christos 
Vlachos, Avraam Hadjihannas, Stelios Ntotsias and Odysseas Christodoulou

A Centre of Excellence



o
ver the years, Globaltraining has proven itself 
to be a pioneer in education, understanding 
the importance of professional and quality 
training. 
We warmly welcome the opportunity – 
through this booklet – to celebrate the 
numerous students who have excelled in their 

studies and, moreover, thank their lecturers who have shown 
never-ending commitment and dedication to distinction.

The ACCA and ACA qualifications are recognised worldwide, 
with almost half a million students, in over 170 countries, 
currently studying for one of these certifications.

In the last year alone, nineteen Globaltraining students 
achieved among the top ten highest results in these international 
examinations. This is an outstanding accomplishment and one 
that should be noted and rewarded. 

In its 23-year history, Globaltraining has expanded abroad in 
the Balkans and Easter Europe. Now, through our Live Online 

mode of study, we are opening up our horizons even 
further.  

As we grow, so does our network of students and the courses 
that we offer. We currently offer over 10 diverse qualifications, 
and various specialised seminars, in which many thousands of 
professionals participate. 

We will continue to grow, moving forward every day, forever 
committed to supporting our students at every step of their 
professional journey. 

In this edition, we are thrilled to be able to present to you our 
stars, our ACCA & ACA international prize winners as well as 
our ACCA national prize winners since 2008.

I take this opportunity to address cordial greetings to all of our 
students and graduates as well as their employers who sponsor 
their studies.

Odysseas Christodoulou
CEO

GlobAlTrAininG 

PionEErs 
in education

Welcome letter
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aca graduate 
of 1997

aca graduate 
of 2001

Manager,
Money Laundering, 

Compliance Department, 
Bank of Cyprus

Partner 
Assurance Financial Services

PwC Cyprus

Awards
● First Place – Intermediate Stage International Order of Merit - November 1995
●  First Place – Final Stage International Order of Merit - December 1996

Trained with: Afxentiou & Philippides

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining’s dedicated expert faculty provided me with the necessary tools to successfully pass 
my ICAEW exams and achieve high results. In addition to their thorough up-to-date knowledge of 
each area of the exams, the lecturers utilized effective teaching techniques, highlighting to students 
the important areas to concentrate on and the key exam techniques such as time allocation, 
prioritization, problem solving, etc. The lecturers were also very supportive of students, assisting 
them with questions and clarifications and dedicating time on a one-to-one basis to resolve any of 
the students´ questions or problems. Globaltraining’s facilities were also up to standard, providing 
students with a friendly and inviting atmosphere in which to pursue their studies. 
Professional ambition: My professional ambition is to maintain the profile of a trustworthy, honest 
and reliable professional. 

Awards
●  Joint Second Place in Audit and Assurance - Technical Core 1 Examinations - November 

2000
●  First Place and the Peat Prize - Technical Core 2 Examinations International Order of         

Merit – November 2001
●  First Place and the Walton Prize in Business & Financial Management – November 2001
●  First Place and the Carter Prize in Advanced Taxation - November 2001

Trained with: PwC Cyprus 
How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining provided the platform for a successful preparation for the exams. This was 
achieved through the design of suitable training programmes in co-operation with the training 
firms, securing competent tutors from Cyprus and the UK in order to provide the necessary 
preparation in the phases of teaching, revision and exam preparing through progress tests 
and mock exams. Overall, Globaltraining provided the right atmosphere in which to focus on 
examination preparation and the motivation to succeed.  
Professional ambition: To contribute towards sustaining and growing Cyprus’ position as an 
international business and financial centre. 
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Niki 
Charilaou

George 
Kazamias

“Globaltraining´s faculty was effective in highlighting the important areas to concentrate 
on and the key exam strategies, providing me with valuable tools to successfully pass my 
ICAEW exams and achieve high results!”

“The overall experience at Globaltraining was that of a professional service organisation in 
the field of preparing students for professional accounting examinations. This was exhibited 
by the high degree of competence of the tutors, which contributed towards the successful 
preparation for the exams. The consistently high pass rates and achievement of worldwide 
prizes, by Globaltraining students over the years, is a clear demonstration of this”. 

Worldwide Prize Winners - ACCA & ACA

aca graduate 
of 2003

Senior Manager
Audit & Assurance Services

PwC Cyprus

Awards
● Third Place in Taxation – Professional Stage International Order of Merit – September 2002
● First Place and the Plender Prize – Professional Stage International Order of 
   Merit - December 2002  
Trained with: PwC Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining maximised my learning and training experience by providing competent 
tutors, comprehensive material and an organised programme with full educational and 
administrative support. The programme was designed and delivered in a balanced way, 
which provided to me all the necessary knowledge, skills and the appropriate exam 
techniques to facilitate my learning and my exceptional exam success.  
Professional ambition: To develop continuously in my professional capacity by gaining new 
skills, knowledge and experience and responding to increasing challenges and expectations. 
Being able to build strong and positive relationships within my professional environment and 
to provide value and motivation to other people. 

Andri 
Hadjikkou

“Globaltraining provides quality education and training services in a professional and 
organised manner”



acca graduate
of 2004

Head of Accounts
CNP Asfalistiki Ltd

Awards
● First Place Worldwide - Paper 3.6 INT Advanced Corporate Reporting - December 2004

Trained with: PwC Cyprus 
How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
In general, Globaltraining served as the bridge connecting my efforts with the goal of passing my 
ACCA exams in the most effective and efficient way. Fortunately, these efforts were awarded with a 
Worldwide First Prize, proving that the work done at Globaltraining is of excellent quality.   
Professional ambition: As a qualified accountant working in a rapidly-changing globalised 
economic environment, I always try to help the organisation I work for and confront the various 
challenges it faces. Turning the knowledge acquired during my studies into action, my ambition is to 
be seen as a professional whose decisions are pioneering and vital for the growth of the company I 
work for. 

Vasiliki 
Michael

“Globaltraining (Intercollege Professional Studies, as it was in 2002) served as a valuable helping 
hand towards my success. The whole course was well organised and structured in such a manner 
that it guided students adequately towards the target of passing the demanding exam papers. 
Lecturers had an excellent understanding of the subject they were teaching and were willing 
to investigate and give answers to all questions raised by the students, encouraging them to go 
the extra mile. All teaching materials were carefully selected so as to give students the necessary 
knowledge demanded by the examiners, progress tests were marked as if they were actual exams 
and the results were discussed by the lecturers so as to avoid common mistakes”. 

acca graduate 
of 2006

Officer of the Treasury, 
Head of Accounting Department

Paphos General Hospital 

Awards
● Second Place Worldwide - Paper 2.1 Managing Information Systems - December 2004 
How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining played an essential part in all my accomplishments during my three-year period 
of training. I was surrounded by highly-motivated and proficient staff and the training not 
only guaranteed my success in the professional examinations, but also enabled the transfer 
of knowledge from the classroom to the office. The enthusiasm and understanding of all 
the lecturers, on both a professional and personal level, and the encouragement of active 
participation by all students, supported my development as a trainee and as a professional 
accountant. My success, in all honesty, is a feat that must be shared with my lecturers and 
fellow classmates. 
Professional ambition: To promote the need for professionalism and ethical behaviour in the 
workplace.
 

George 
Michael

“Globaltraining has accomplished everything it set out to in its mission statement, and then 
some.”

aca graduate
of 2005 

Senior Tax Manager
PwC Cyprus

Awards
●   First Place and the Little Prize in Taxation - Professional Stage International Order of 
    Merit - September 2004 
Trained with: PwC Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining provided training and support during the ICAEW programme by engaging with highly 
qualified and experienced professionals who, with their teaching, guidance, support and feedback, 
assisted me in obtaining a premium qualification, valued throughout the business world. 
Professional ambition: From my current position as a Senior Tax Manager at PwC Cyprus, I aim 
to promote Cyprus to ensure that it remains a destination of choice and a prime financial centre 
for members of the international investment community. This is particularly important, given the 
challenges that Cyprus is currently facing and the need to rebuild, enhance and inspire confidence in 
our clients. As a young professional, I am confident that Cyprus will overcome any current turbulence 
and will continue to play a significant role as an international business centre and regional hub. It is 
our duty and responsibility as tax experts to ensure that the country’s tax system, as the cornerstone 
of our financial edifice, remains competitive and evolves to face the changing global international tax 
environment which requires that we tackle aggressive tax planning through improved transparency, 
disclosure and information exchange. By being part of a dynamic team of tax experts with an 
extensive international network, I am able to focus on enhancing my technical knowledge and 
expertise, while developing as a professional and offering services of the highest standard. 

Charalambos 
Sergiou 

“Professional training for the ACA qualification was offered by the leading provider of 
professional education.”
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aca graduate 
of 2011

Awards
●  First Place and the Spicer & Pegler Prize in Financial Accounting - Professional Stage 

International Order of Merit - December 2008
●  Third Place and the Hewitt Prize in Professional Stage - Annual International Order of 
    Merit - December 2010

Trained with: Deloitte Cyprus 
How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining provided me with the academic and technical knowledge to pass all my 
ACA exams at the first attempt and to gain the awards mentioned above. In addition to 
my knowledge, the guidance of the professional staff at Globaltraining was essential to my 
success. All of the above were fundamental to the furthering of my professional career and 
ambition.  
Professional ambition: I expect all the hard work and focus on my studies and exams to make 
me a competitive professional. Other than being employed with sufficient remuneration, I want 
to contribute to the progress of the profession in Cyprus, always having the public interest in 
mind. 

Panos 
Marinou 

“Excellent and professional education”

Worldwide Prize Winners - ACCA & ACA

aca graduate 
of 2011 

Senior Associate
Investment Banking Division

Morgan Stanley UK

Awards
●  First Place and the Watts Prize in Audit & Assurance - Professional Stage International 

Order of Merit - December 2008

Trained with: Deloitte Cyprus 
How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining was a critical factor contributing to the successful completion of my ACA 
training. The administrative staff ensured that all the tools we needed for our training 
were readily available to us, from books and timetables to markers’ comments and exam 
information, everything! The teaching staff consisted of highly qualified and motivated 
individuals, who would go out of their way to ensure that we all had a great understanding 
of all the courses – they were always available, even on a one-to-one basis, to answer 
questions and offer words of encouragement. The Globaltraining professionals were always 
kind, polite and supportive, doing their best to help us through the pressure of attending 
classes, studying and, finally, taking the exams.  
Professional ambition: To continue learning and developing both personally and 
professionally, to constantly enhance my skills, be challenged and achieve new milestones.

Athena 
Theodorou 

“I had a wonderful experience at Globatraining. The high calibre professionals there 
helped me throughout my ACA training experience and I will forever be grateful to them 
for that”. 

aca graduate 
of 2010

Assistant Manager
Assurance & Enterprise 

Risk Services
Deloitte Cyprus

Awards
● Joint Seventh Place in Advanced Stage - Annual International Order of 
   Merit - December 2010

Trained with: Deloitte Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Achieving the ACA qualification requires hard work, focusing on your goals and a supportive 
technical team. Globaltraining supported me through this demanding time by providing high 
calibre professionals as teachers and mentors, as well as administrative supporters, willing to 
provide guidance and moral support. My appreciation goes to all the people of Globaltraining 
who were there for me, each in his/her own way.  Maria 

Nikiforou

 “Achieving the ACA qualification requires hard work, commitment, focusing on the 
goal. The ACA team of Globaltraining has been a great supporter, not only as the lecture 
provider, but also as the mentor to turn to for guidance, and the friend to celebrate with 
your success.” 



aca graduate 
of 2012

Senior Associate, 
Assurance & Advisory Services, 

PwC Cyprus

Awards
●  First Place and the Watts Prize in Audit & Assurance - Professional Stage International Order of 

Merit  - December 2009
● Ninth Place in Professional Stage - Annual International Order of Merit - December 2010

Trained with: PwC Cyprus 
How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Undoubtedly, Globaltraining and PwC’s Academy played a key role in my achievements as an 
ACA student. The tutors were very approachable and always willing to offer their support and 
encouragement. What helped me the most, was the fact that they were always willing to provide me 
with constructive and timely feedback. In addition, all the courses offered were very well organised, 
helping me stay focused on my target. A combination of personal commitment, hard work and 
having such experienced lecture providers, was key to my success. 
Professional ambition: My professional ambition right now is to continue gaining knowledge 
through my work experience, to develop my technical skills and soft skills even further, to focus on 
clients’ needs and to work hard in order to achieve my objectives and those of my employer. I believe 
that PwC is an employer which offers a dynamic workplace where I can enhance my professional 
skills and, at the same time, build a long-term career.

Vasso 
Kakota

“Globaltraining was my ACA tuition provider for the majority of the ACA modules. The tutors 
of Globaltraining bring their knowledge, experience and enthusiasm to the classroom, making the 
lectures value-adding and easy to follow. In addition, the faculty staff was friendly, helpful and 
supportive throughout my studies. The quality of the courses offered by Globaltraining is evident in 
the excellent results achieved by its students and their respective pass rates, which are always above 
the global ACA average”. 

aca graduate 
of 2012

Project Manager, 
BFA-Development

Awards
●  First Place and the Spicer & Pegler Prize in Financial Accounting - Professional Stage 
    International Order of Merit – December 2009
●  First Place and the Little Prize in Taxation - Professional Stage International Order of 
   Merit - September 2010
●  Sixth Place and the Arthur Swinson Prize in Professional Stage - Annual International Order of 
    Merit - December 2010

Trained with: PwC Cyprus 
How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining provided outstanding tutors, who shared their knowledge and experience and created 
a great learning atmosphere during classes. I was provided with first-class teaching materials that 
significantly contributed to my absorption of the curriculum. Additionally, all Globaltraining staff 
supported me outside my studies, helping me adapt to a new environment after moving to Cyprus 
from Russia. 
Professional ambition: Two of my professional passions are finance and real estate. I would like to 
become a CFO of a major international real estate development company one day.

Denis 
Gulyarenko

“Globaltraining was extremely helpful throughout all stages of my ACA training. All the 
tutors were very knowledgeable and all the administrative staff provided genuine support.” 

aca graduate 
of 2011

Senior Associate
PwC USA

Awards
● First Place and the Little Prize in Taxation - Professional Stage International Order of 
   Merit - December 2009

Trained with: PwC Cyprus 
How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining provided a very well-structured professional programme which 
contained sufficient and appropriate resources, contributing to my success in the exams 
and to winning an award. The responsiveness of the people working for the programme, as 
well as their professional attitude, were exquisite throughout.  
Professional ambition: My lifelong goal is to maintain my learning curve as steep as possible at 
all times. More specifically, working in the audit sector and having had a client portfolio of various 
companies in different industries both in Cyprus and abroad, I am now in the process of building 
knowledge in the energy sector, all stages of which are very appealing to me. I am very optimistic 
that the journey towards deepening my knowledge of each and every one of those stages will 
be very challenging and interesting. Trying to penetrate such a huge sector and focusing on 
exposing myself to as many experiences and challenges as possible is what I consider as my 
short-term goal. My ultimate ambition is to be in the position to transfer all the knowledge and 
experiences I am currently gaining back to my home country and trying to be part of this emerging 
market which, I believe, will be extremely beneficial to the people of Cyprus.  

Elena 
Kanna

“It was a very challenging and at the same time an extremely beneficial experience”. 
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Worldwide Prize Winners - ACCA & ACA

aca graduate
of 2013 

Senior Consultant
Financial Advisory Services

Deloitte Cyprus

Awards
●  First Place and the Watts Prize in Audit & Assurance - Professional Stage International 

Order of Merit - December 2010
●  Third Place and the Hewitt Prize in Professional Stage - Annual International Order of 

Merit - December 2011

Trained with: Deloitte Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining provided the necessary foundation on which students can build in order to 
succeed in their exams. 
Professional ambition: To excel and make a change with everything I do.

Loukas 
Antoniou

acca graduate
of 2012

Manager
Financial Accounting & 

Advisory Services
EY Greece 

Awards
●  Eighth Place Worldwide - Paper F7 Financial Reporting - December 2010

Trained with: EY Greece

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
By delivering training by highly motivated, successful and qualified professionals (in 
this case paper F7 - Mr. Stelios Ntotsias). 
Professional ambition: To continue the learning process throughout my career and, 
one day, to become a successful entrepreneur.Ioanna 

Chatziefremidou

“Studying with Globaltraining was a great experience. The service I received from 
Globaltraining was always of the highest quality, delivered in an efficient and effective 
manner. I was living in Thessaloniki during my studies and I tried both classroom and live 
online courses. Both were of exceptional quality.”

acca graduate 
of 2012

Audit & Assurance Manager
TMS Auditors SA – 

Independent Member of
IAPA International

Awards
●  Eighth Place Worldwide - Paper F8 Audit & Assurance - June 2010 
Trained with: TMS Auditors

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining contributed significantly to the development of my technical skills and capabilities. 
Also, the tutors, who understand the value of the ACCA qualification, strive hard to ensure 
candidates’ success, placing great focus on examination technique and approach. In my case, I 
strongly believe that passing all the exams at the first attempt can be attributed to the organisation’s 
contribution.  
Professional ambition: My plans for the future relate to continuous career development, by 
maintaining my professional knowledge at the highest level and building expertise in the field of audit 
& assurance. These will serve as a vehicle for gaining positive name recognition in the accounting 
profession.

Stavrakis 
Triantafyllos

 “Globaltraining is a well-established organisation with pleasant and fully equipped premises 
in Athens. The staff comprises tutors of high calibre as well supportive administration 
personnel, providing efficient and effective advice. Moreover, I found the online courses really 
helpful, especially during busy periods”. 



aca graduate 
of 2013

Supervising Senior
Deloitte Cyprus

Awards
●  Fourth Place and the Northcott Prize - Professional Stage Annual International Order    

of Merit - December 2011

Trained with: Deloitte Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining provided an excellent support throughout the process of achieving the 
ACA qualification. The tutors are not only highly qualified professionals but they have also 
been very enthusiastic, passionate and co-operative. Coupled with the support from the 
administrators who have been very helpful, approachable and friendly throughout our 
studies, Globaltraining provided us with high quality services and played an important role 
in both achieving an award and most importantly obtaining the ACA qualification. 
Professional ambition: To be a standard of excellence and make an impact through 
anything I do.

Vana 
Andreou

acca graduate 
of 2013 

Senior Auditor
Assurance Services

EY Romania 

Awards
●  Seventh Place Worldwide - Paper P2 Corporate Reporting - December 2012
●  Tenth Place Worldwide - Paper P7 Advanced Audit & Assurance - June 2013 
Trained with: EY Romania

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Although ACCA is now more accessible to a wider public than when I started, without the help 
and guidance of a professional training institution like Globaltraining, it is much harder to deal 
with the exams. Globaltraining played a significant role during my ACCA exams as it helped me 
understand each exam faster and see it much more simply. The guidance provided by the tutors 
was invaluable as it helped me not only to learn how to approach each exam but taught me 
other elements such as time management, which subject I should approach first and, indeed, 
how all the subjects should be approached. The result of their input was the above-mentioned 
exam success. I would like to thank them for all their help and support and to thank my current 
employer (EY) for supporting me in obtaining this qualification.  
Professional ambition: I would like to continue to put into practice what I have learned during 
the ACCA exams and at EY and to continue my professional journey as an auditor. I consider that 
continuous learning is a must and this is why, in the coming years, I intend to study for an MBA. 

Ionut 
Chinta  

”I am glad that I had the opportunity to pass my ACCA exams with the help of Globaltraining. It is a 
professional training institution with excellent tutors, with whose help I managed to pass my exams”. 

acca graduate 
of 2013

Supervising Senior
Audit Services

KPMG AE

Awards
●  Seventh Place Worldwide - Paper P7 Advanced Audit & Assurance - December 2013 
Trained with: KPMG Greece

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining provided us with high-quality training that always focused on each specific 
subject’s exam requirements. Globaltraining’s professional staff are the most significant factor 
in providing this quality to students. The courses helped us develop a good understanding of 
each subject and we were also trained to respond to the exam requirements through extensive 
exercises on real past exam papers which were performed and analyzed in the classroom. 
This preparation helped me to remain calm throughout the exams and face the papers without 
anxiety or stress. Furthermore, there was little room for surprises during the examinations 
since I was well-prepared for every possible case study and question as a result of the 
intelligent tips and comments given by our instructors. 

Professional ambition: My professional ambition is to become a qualified professional in the 
accounting field and to maintain high standards through continuing professional development 
in order to establish a considerable name for myself in the profession.

Evdokia
Evangelatou

“Globaltraining offers its students a productive environment in which to attend ACCA 
courses, both in terms of its highly-qualified professional staff and its pleasant premises.”
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Worldwide Prize Winners - ACCA & ACA

acca traInee

Relationship Manager
Corporate Banking

National Bank of Greece

Awards
● Sixth Place Worldwide - Paper F8 Audit & Assurance - June 2012 
Trainee of: National Bank of Greece

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining was an ally in the demanding effort towards ACCA membership. My tutors were 
always available for any question I might have during the pre-exam period and the lessons 
significantly reduced the amount of time needed to prepare for the exams. 

Professional ambition: My professional ambition is to become a sound professional in the 
finance industry with the educational and interpersonal skills required to achieve placement in 
managerial positions in the banking sector.

Vasileios
Pliatsikas

“It was a really helpful experience and it made study much easier.”

Senior Associate
PwC Cyprus

aca traInee

Awards
●  First Place and the Watts Prize in Audit & Assurance - Professional Stage International Order 

of Merit - December 2011
 
Trainee of: PwC Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining’s assistance was of greater importance for me compared to most of the other 
ACA students, as I did not have an accountancy background, nor did I study a business-related 
subject at university (my degree was in Quantity Surveying). Despite this, the knowledge, skills 
and experience I gained through Globaltraining for the purpose of my ACA studies provided me 
with all the right tools required to conceptualize the study material and feel confident enough to 
pass all my exams at the first sitting and to win a worldwide prize. 
 
Professional ambition: As we live in a time of uncertainty, I believe that it is more important 
for me to set short-term goals. Thus my main ambition at present is to complete the ACA 
qualification and to achieve a high standard of practical training so as to obtain the knowledge 
and experience that are crucial in giving me a rewarding future career.

Kyriaki
Christodoulou

“The Globaltraining team is committed to providing excellent service in delivering the essential 
knowledge, skills and technical expertise needed for its students to pass the ACA exams”. 

acca traInee 

Senior Associate
HLB Afxentiou Ltd

Awards
●  Fifth Place Worldwide - Paper F5 Performance Management - December 2011

Trainee of: HLB Afxentiou Ltd
 
How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
I have studied for most of my ACCA exams at Globaltraining and I have found the courses to 
be very beneficial. The lecturers are very knowledgeable of their subject matter, passionate, 
professional and willing to help you at any time. Furthermore, the course notes are well 
constructed, comprehensive and in line with the ACCA syllabus. Throughout the courses, 
progress tests and quizzes are used to test students’ understanding and reinforce learning and 
exam techniques. By applying the exam techniques learnt from the lecturers at Globaltraining, I 
managed to achieve a 100% success rate in the exams taken so far. The environment is friendly, 
the facilities are first-rate and the administrators do everything within their power to satisfy 
students’ needs. I highly recommend Globaltraining to anyone contemplating commencing a 
study programme for professional accountancy exams.
 
Professional ambition: My immediate goal is to complete my ACCA examinations by passing 
my last exam in the next sitting and become a qualified accountant. Obtaining a qualification 
that is internationally recognized and respected across many industries will allow me to pursue 
a career in accountancy/audit with seemingly endless options.  Following my qualification, I will 
continue to work in my current position, expanding my experience and professional knowledge in 
the areas of audit, financial reporting and taxation. In a few years, I do hope to see myself holding 
a senior position within an audit firm, managing a broad portfolio of clients and able to perform at 
the highest professional level, adding value to the firm I work for. 

Loukas 
Philippou

“Globaltraining provided the necessary support and guidance that enabled me to succeed in my 
ACCA exams.”



acca traInee

Senior Financial Analyst
Business Advisory Solutions

EY Greece

Awards
●  Eighth Place Worldwide - Paper F7 Financial Reporting - June 2012  
Trainee of: EY Greece

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining, and especially my lecturer Mr. Ntotsias, significantly contributed to my 
success. Mr. Ntotsias is an expert in IFRS and he has exceptional teaching/coaching skills. 
His study material/notes were detailed and well-organized and constituted a very useful 
course study guide. 

Professional ambition: As a senior financial analyst at present, I would like to continue 
working in this field in the years to come and be promoted to manager level. My long-term 
aspiration is to be granted a placement in the Senior Management of a high-performing 
multinational company. Therefore, I will continue to equip myself with more knowledge and 
experience in order to be prepared for these demanding tasks.

Anthi 
Andrianakou

“I have already attended seven courses at Globaltraining Greece, beginning in 2012. Being a 
Globaltraining student is a pleasant experience, since all the lecturers and staff are of a high 
calibre of professionalism and are always very willing to help, during class and office hours.” 

aca traInee

Senior Auditor
Audit & Assurance Services

PwC Cyprus

Awards
●  First Place and the Little Prize in Taxation - Professional Stage International Order of 
   Merit - September 2012
●  First Place and the Plender Prize in Professional Stage - Annual International Order of Merit 

- December 2012

Trainee of: PwC Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
The achievement of international prizes was the result of my hard work and study, but I also 
believe that the achievement of this personal success would not have been possible without 
the valuable contribution and support of the college and my tutors. The ACA qualification 
is an international passport that can open the door to great opportunities for a successful 
career, not only in the accounting profession but in every sector of business and finance in 
the international markets.  
Professional ambition: My professional ambition for the future is to have a successful career 
in the world of businesses. 

Marina 
Vakana

acca traInee

Senior Associate
Audit & Assurance Services

PwC Cyprus

Awards
●  Second Place Worldwide - Paper F8 Audit & Assurance - December 2012 
Trainee of: PwC Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Committed and supportive lecturers managed to deliver the relevant knowledge, while helping 
students change their mindset from academic to professional examinations. Besides teaching 
us the theoretical and practical parts of the exam syllabus, the tutors provided extensive 
information about exam techniques possible examiners’ traps. This allowed me to understand 
the examiners’ expectations and achieve the desired results.

Professional ambition: My greatest professional ambition is to become a partner in a well-
recognized audit firm and to continuously develop myself as a professional. 

Marina 
Okhatrina

“The tutors’ passionate participation in the  exam preparation process makes students eager 
to achieve the best possible results”.

11
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Worldwide Prize Winners - ACCA & ACA

aca traInee

Associate 
PwC Cyprus

Awards
●  First Place and the Spicer & Pegler Prize in Financial Accounting - Professional Stage 
   International Order of Merit - December 2012
●  Joint Fifth Place and the Cassleton Elliott Prize - Professional Stage Annual International 
   Order of Merit - December 2013 
Trainee of: PwC Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
I am a graduate of the University of Cyprus, where I studied Economics. I am currently studying to 
become a Chartered Accountant and working in the Audit and Assurance department at PwC Cyprus. 
Following my university studies, I decided to become an accountant after accepting a job offer from 
PwC. At present I am at the second year of my professional studies and I am proud to have won two 
awards for my exam performance. I had the opportunity to attend Globaltraining lectures on a number 
of subjects of the ICAEW syllabus and it was a very good experience. Globaltraining has the knowledge 
and experience in providing professional studies courses such as ICAEW studies. However, the most 
important asset of Globaltraining is its people. The lecturers and the administration staff care about the 
students and are willing to offer help at any time.   

Professional ambition: My immediate ambition for the future is to pass all my exams and become a 
Chartered Accountant. In my professional career, my aim is to progress within my firm and be able to 
gain the appropriate experience and knowledge in order to be the best in my profession.

Nicoletta 
Neophytou

aca traInee

Trainee Associate
Assurance Services

KPMG Cyprus

Awards
●  First Place and the Watts Prize in Audit & Assurance - Professional Stage International Order 

of Merit - December 2012
●  Second Place and the Stephens Prize - Professional Stage Annual International Order of 

Merit - December 2013 
Trainee of: KPMG Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining consists of people who are well aware of our technical weaknesses, our anxiety 
and the need to succeed. They equipped us through every tutorial with the required knowledge 
and the correct way to approach each question in order to obtain the desired outcome with the 
minimum stress. My success was the result of good preparation, based on their experience, a sound 
knowledge of the subject and a great deal of persistence.  
Professional ambition: My professional aspiration is to be able, after successfully passing my 
remaining courses and gaining experience through my audit work, to give advice to mainly small and 
medium sized businesses, such that it will mean something and help revive them especially during 
the current rough times. It is important to see that your guidance and help, either in the form of tax 
or advisory, has an immediate effect on every aspect of the reconstruction of the business. People 
adhere to your judgement and critical thinking and I believe that this is something which characterizes 
a dedicated professional and it is certainly worth being dedicated to. 

Christina 
Rotsidou

“Experience comes through knowledge and mistakes”.

aca traInee

Senior I
KPMG Cyprus

Award
● Fifth Place and the Cassleton Elliott Prize - Professional Stage Annual International Order of 
   Merit - December 2012 

Trainee of: KPMG Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
The quality of education provided by Globaltraining has definitely played a significant role in my success. 
The highly qualified lecturers of Globaltraining have the ability to transfer their knowledge to the students, 
thanks to their passion, organisation and devotion. What played an important role in my success was the 
relationship created between us and the tutors. We were treated in a friendly manner and we developed 
a close relationship in class. The ability of the tutors to cover the required syllabus within the time limit in 
a warm atmosphere is the recipe for their ongoing success. Hard work and dedication is, of course, vital 
in achieving the ultimate goal but a ‘friend’ and ‘mentor’ who will guide you along the road to success is 
invaluable. Without their guidance and support I would have been “lost on the way”.  
 
Professional ambition: After obtaining my degree in Finance Accounting and Management, I have 
joined KPMG Ltd as I wanted to have the opportunity to obtain a respected professional qualification like 
the ACA. Thus my priority is to pass my final examination and become a qualified Chartered Accountant. 
The ACA is a passport to a career with immense opportunities. I would like to continue my career with 
KPMG Ltd to get as much experience and knowledge in the profession as possible. Once I qualify I will 
move up the career ladder to a more senior position with more responsibilities and challenging work. 
What would increase my career satisfaction and ambition would be the opportunity to gain a broad 
range of audit experience across different types of businesses and industries.  

Kyriaki 
Christoforou

 “Effective methodology and motivating tutors led to an inspiring and enjoyable experience.”



acca traInee 

Accountant
Peri Hellas Ltd

Awards
● Sixth Place Worldwide -  Paper F7 Financial Reporting - June 2013 
Trainee of: Peri Hellas Ltd

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
This success came as a result of hard work and high-quality guidance from Globaltraining. It 
contributed greatly towards this success mainly due to its simplification of the syllabus, which 
minimized the required study time. When you work full-time and your available time is limited, 
you need a tuition provider who can plan your study, highlight the main areas of the syllabus 
and provide you with the  appropriate knowledge not only to pass the exams but also to use 
this knowledge in your professional field. Globaltraining successfully fulfils these requirements. 
Highly-qualified and experienced tutors gave me information on how the exam is structured, 
advised me on exam techniques and provided me with useful tips on how to approach each 
question and manage my available time, thereby helping me to give the best of myself. 

Professional ambition: My plan for the future is to become an ACCA member with the support 
of Globaltraining in order to further develop my accounting career and gain the flexibility which 
will provide me with international mobility in a wide range of business sectors.

Evdoxia
Panagiotopoulou

aca traInee

Senior
Audit & Assurance Services

KPMG Cyprus

Awards
●  Second Place and the Stephens Prize - Professional Stage Annual International Order of 

Merit - December 2012  
Trainee of: KPMG Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining has contributed to my success to a great extent. The lectures are always of 
a very high standard, delivered by experienced professionals, fully aware of their subject 
and up-to-date with the most recent changes and developments in their field. They are 
also very helpful and available to answer questions at any time. Most importantly, they give 
us study tips, teach us exam techniques and even tell us about stress management! The 
materials provided in the form of summary notes of the study manuals are user-friendly and 
sufficient not only to pass an exam, but, obviously, to score highly. I have always relied upon 
this material and it has proved to be a major contributor to my success. The classrooms 
are equipped with the latest technology and the lectures are delivered in a friendly way. A 
number of other facilities are provided in the building so that our stay with Globaltraining is 
pleasant and enjoyable. 
Professional ambition: I am currently working towards the final exam of the ACA 
qualification. Hopefully, I will become a Chartered Accountant by July 2014. My plan is to 
work in Cyprus for a few more years so as to gain the necessary post-qualification experience. 
Afterwards, I will search for career opportunities abroad because working in another country is 
a big challenge and a great experience. 

Andri 
Hadjiyerou

“Work hard, get results!”

acca traInee

Auditor
KPMG Greece

Awards
● Sixth Place Worldwide - Paper F7 Financial Reporting - June 2013 
Trainee of: KPMG Greece

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
My 100% success in the ACCA exams up to now would not have been attained without the 
full support provided by the experienced lecturers, friendly administrative staff, well-organised 
course schedule and fully-equipped infrastructure. The product offering of Globaltraining is 
well above the services that its competitors offer. Globaltraining prepares students not to 
merely pass an exam, but to stand out from the crowd. The support provided by the top-class 
lecturers is of major importance towards the successful completion of the “marathon” called 
professional qualification.

Professional ambition: I would like to complete all the remaining JES courses with 100% 
success and be promoted to higher positions within my firm. 

Stylianos 
Nikolakakis

“I started attending preparatory courses for the purpose of obtaining the JES qualification 
in February 2012. I am very satisfied by the services provided so far. Every minute spent 
on lectures is totally worth it, especially when working for a Big Four company where time 
management is a crucial factor for success”. 
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acca traInee

Senior Auditor
Audit Services
KPMG Greece

Awards
● First Place Worldwide - Paper P2 Corporate Reporting - December 2013 
Trainee of: KPMG Greece

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
I participated in the revision session for paper P2 just a few weeks before the exam. This 
session helped put the essential last days of studying in order and made me focus on the 
requirements of the specific paper. Additionally, valuable tips concerning exam technique were 
provided during the course. The professor in charge of the session helped me understand 
some “grey areas” of the syllabus, and, most importantly, helped me draw up a study plan for 
the remaining days until the final exam.

Professional ambition: I think that in the current situation, ambitions are shaped day by day 
and high ambitions can lead to big disappointments, so my ambitions for the time being are to 
complete my ACCA studies and obtain as much professional experience as I can.

Stavros
Stamatiou

“I have attended the revision sessions of several ACCA courses since January 2011 when I 
first started to study for the ACCA exams. The people at Globaltraining have managed to 
create an attractive studying environment and, from my experience, an exam-focused study 
programme.” 

Worldwide Prize Winners - ACCA & ACA

acca traInee

Senior I
Audit & Assurance Services

KPMG Cyprus

Awards
● Fifth Place Worldwide - Paper P3 Business Analysis - December 2013

 
Trainee of: KPMG Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
When I started my preparation for the ACCA exams in January 2011, I chose Globaltraining as 
my tuition provider due to its high reputation in the market. I have never regretted my decision. 
During the last 3 years I’ve attended a number of courses and have been satisfied with the 
constantly high level of professional service.

Professional ambition: I want to gain more experience in the audit profession over the next few 
years and I’m glad to have an opportunity to work for one of the best audit firms. In the future 
I’m planning to move into the Financial Services sector.

Katerina
Sokolova

“The staff at Globaltraining are friendly and helpful, always ready to assist with any 
questions and problems arising during the study process. The teachers are very professional 
and all of them have practical experience in various industries which helps students 
understand the lectures not only from the theoretical side but from a practical standpoint as 
well.” 

aca traInee

Associate
PwC Cyprus

Awards
● Joint Eighth Place - Professional Stage Annual International Order of Merit - December 2013  
Trainee of: PwC Cyprus

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Even though I had the chance to attend a few classes where the lecturer was a member of the 
Globaltraining team, the support I received from Globaltraining was important. The training 
provided was of the highest quality and the lecturers and others at Globaltraining were very 
helpful and willing to assist us at any time. Their high level of knowledge and experience in the 
professional examinations is proved by the number of global awards gained by their students. 
All of the above contributed to my success. 

Professional ambition:  I wish to complete my professional examinations according to the 
timetable set by the firm and become a qualified accountant. I also want to learn more about 
auditing and deal with more complex audit areas and clients. In time I am to gain valuable 
knowledge and experience relevant to my work and gradually become a successful auditor. 
Ideally, I will be able to deal with finance, and specifically with the valuation of projects, 
something which is more relevant to my University studies.  

Christiana
Panteli



acca traInee

Associate
PwC Cyprus

Awards
● Joint Eighth Place Worldwide - Paper P2 Corporate Reporting - December 2013 
Trainee of: PwC

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
ACCA P2 Corporate Reporting examines a student’s knowledge and application of IFRS 
accounting standards which is ‘must have’ knowledge for me as an auditor and professional 
accountant. Being a professional level exam, it incorporates the whole syllabus of F7 Financial 
Reporting as well as many new standards and current issues. To achieve success in such a 
demanding exam, you need deep knowledge and clear direction during your studies, and this 
is what I received from Globaltraining. I am really grateful to my F7 and P2 tutors who gave 
me deep understanding of the subject and taught me how to apply my knowledge in practice. 
Overall, I am really glad that I did my ACCA journey together with the Globaltraining Cyprus 
team. They are professionals who have contributed so much to my success. 

Professional ambition:  I started my career path in retail and corporate banking with Société 
Générale. My next step was in the IFRS department in the Russian subsidiary of Alliance 
Renault-Nissan. To broaden the range of my experience I decided to continue my career with 
PwC Cyprus, which has offered me intensive on-the-job training in audit and assurance as well 
as the opportunity to complete the ACCA qualification. Being a part of PwC Cyprus has given 
me a wide range of experience and developed me as a professional. The current economic 
environment is constantly changing but, considering my background and experience together 
with the advantages of a professional qualification such as ACCA, I feel confident that I can 
deal with these changes and pursue further my career in accountancy and finance. 

Sergey 
Shor

“They are professional – ready to contribute to your success.”

acca traInee

Self-employed

Awards
● Joint Eighth Place Worldwide - Paper P2 Corporate Reporting - December 2013   
How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
My teacher’s passion and knowledge as revealed in his lectures definitely contributed to 
my success, as did his willingness to assist me after lecture hours. This reinforced his 
professionalism in my eyes. The study material handouts and the P2 lecturer were very 
organized and focused on the subject’s core requirements. The lecturer passed on the 
importance of the subject and provided guidance throughout the duration of my studies. 

Professional ambition: There is no doubt in my mind that the qualification gained through 
Globaltraining and the professional experience gained from working in world-class companies 
have allowed me to revise my personal ambitions and goals upwards. I strongly believe that I 
can increasingly apply myself to new duties dedicated to me in my profession. 

Marinella
Georgiou

“I did all my ACCA courses at Globaltraining. I found Globaltraining very organised and 
the staff (lecturers and administrative staff) extremely helpful. All the support that I needed 
during my studies was given to the full by Globaltraning and its teachers.”

acca traInee

Semi Senior Level
Audit & Assurance Services

Deloitte Hadjipavlou, Sofianos 
& Cambanis SA

Awards
● Ninth Place Worldwide - Paper F9 Financial Management - December 2013 
Trainee of: Deloitte Greece & Sofianos & Cambanis SA

How has Globaltraining assisted you to this success?
Globaltraining assisted me by providing high-quality professional education and guidance on 
exam techniques through its qualified staff. Attending Globaltraining classes assists the ACCA 
student to deepen his knowledge of the syllabus, develop his skill set and be fully prepared for 
the exams.

Professional ambition: My professional ambition is to build a career in the audit profession and 
become a Certified Public Accountant. My career objectives include working in a challenging 
position in a dynamic and stable workplace that offers a great environment for employing my 
abilities and experience and will encourage me to enhance my professional knowledge and 
skills to a greater extent. Being a member of the Deloitte family gives me the opportunity to 
work with some of the most successful companies in Greece, to cooperate with experienced 
professionals, to gain valuable working experience and develop my personality. It is my firm 
belief that my professional experience at Deloitte, along with the professional education of 
ACCA will make me achieve my career ambitions.

Olympia
Gkouma

“Globaltraining has the required infrastructure and professional staff to offer structured 
course programs leading to professional qualifications. From my experience, Globaltraining 
has the professional competence that makes it a leading provider of professional education.”
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National ACCA Award Winners
AWARD WINNER YEAR AWARDED PRIZE SUBJECT

IRYNA GRYVINSKA 2008 1st Place in Cyprus F7
MARIA LOIZOU 2008 1st Place in Cyprus P1
NONI KOUTSIDOU 2008 1st Place in Cyprus P7
CHRISTINA NICOLAOU 2008 1st Place in Cyprus F9
LAURA DEMETRIOU 2009 1st Place in Cyprus P7
LAURA DEMETRIOU 2009 1st Place in Cyprus P1
KRIKOR GARABEDIAN 2009 1st Place in Cyprus P2
ANASTASIYA RYBALKO 2009 1st Place in Cyprus P6 CYP
ANA FLAVIA TOADER 2010 1st Affiliate in Romania  -
CRISTINA IOANA BARCULESCU 2010 1st Place in Romania P7
ANDREEA ENESCU 2010 1st Place in Romania P2
VASILIS THOUKIDIDES 2010 1st Place in Cyprus F5
ALENA KUNILAVA 2010 1st Place in Cyprus F9
FROSO KAOUROU 2010 1st Place in Cyprus P7
GLIB IEFIMOV 2010 1st Place in Cyprus F7
ALENA KUNILAVA 2010 1st Place in Cyprus F8
ANDEAS TSANGARIS 2010 1st Place in Cyprus P3

LINOS ZAMBAS 2010 1st Place in Cyprus P6 CYP

IOANNA CHATZIEFREMIDOU 2010 1st Place in Greece F7
VIRGINA ARVANTINOU 2010 1st Place in Greece F8
DIMITRA BOINTA 2010 1st Place in Greece F9
NINA ZOULIA 2010 1st Place in Greece F7
TRANTAFILOS STAVRAKIS 2010 1st Place in Greece F8

DESPOINA DIONISIOU 2010 1st Place in Greece F9

ELENA MUNTEANU 2011 1st Place in Moldova P2

MIHAELA CUTURESCU 2011 3rd Affiliate in Romania  -

LOUKAS PHILIPPOU 2011 1st Place in Cyprus F5

CLAUDIA GRACIELA SOSA 2011 1st Place in Cyprus F6 CYP

MARIANNA KYRIAKOU 2011 1st Place in Cyprus F7

ALEXANDROS SAVVIDES 2011 1st Place in Cyprus F6 CYP

ALEXANDROS SAVVIDES 2011 1st Place in Cyprus F7

GEORGIA SOFOKLEOUS 2011 1st Place in Cyprus P1

ALEXANDRA LOBANOVA 2011 1st Place in Cyprus P2

MICHAEL CHARALAMBOUS 2011 1st Place in Cyprus P3

EVANGELIA VRETTOU 2011 1st Place in Greece F4 

PANAGIOTIS DANDOLAS 2011 1st Place in Greece F5

SAVVAS VARSAMIDIS 2011 1st Place in Greece F7

IOANNA CHATZIEFREMIDOU 2011 1st Place in Greece P2

ALEXANDROS MADIMENOS 2011 1st Place in Greece P7

EFTHYMIOS ATHINAGORAS GIANNOULIS 2011 1st Place in Greece F5

EVANGELIA VRETTOU 2011 1st Place in Greece F6 

ALEXANDROS THEODOULIDIS 2011 1st Place in Greece F7

GEORGE EFSTATHIOU 2011 1st Place in Greece F9

DIMITRA BOINTA 2011 1st Place in Greece P3

CHRISTINA PSILOU 2011 1st Place in Greece P7
SIMONA ELENA MATEI 2012 1st Place in Romania P7
STELA DUKA 2012 2nd Affiliate in Moldova  -
RAZVAN UNGUREANU 2012 1st Place in Romania F5
IONUT CHINTA 2012 1st Place in Romania P2

OANA ADINA GHEORGHE 2012 1st Place in Romania P5
MARINA OKHATRINA 2012 1st Place in Cyprus F8



AWARD WINNER YEAR AWARDED PRIZE SUBJECT
MICHAEL TSIAPINIS 2012 1st Place in Cyprus F9
OLENA LOGINOVA 2012 1st Place in Cyprus P2
CLAUDIA GRACIELA SOSA 2012 1st Place in Cyprus P3
DOROS THEOCHARIDES 2012 1st Place in Cyprus F4 CYP
ANASTASIA MATUSENKO 2012 1st Place in Cyprus F5
DMYTRO KULIKOV 2012 1st Place in Cyprus F7
VIKTORIYA PERRIN 2012 1st Place in Cyprus P6 CYP
ALEXANDROS KOLIOS 2012 1st Place in Greece F5
ALEXANDROS THEODOULIDIS 2012 1st Place in Greece F6
ANTHOULA ANDRIANAKOU 2012 1st Place in Greece F7
VASILEIOS PLIATSIKAS 2012 1st Place in Greece F8
VASILEIOS MIZIOS 2012 1st Place in Greece P2
DIMITRA BOINTA 2012 1st Affiliate in Greece  -
IOANNA CHATZIEFREMIDOU 2012 2nd Affiliate in Greece  -
IONUT CHINTA 2013 1st Place in Romania P5
OLGA STRATULAT 2013 1st Place in Moldova P5
IONUT CHINTA 2013 1st Affiliate in Romania  -
ANTIS ZINONOS 2013 1st Place in Cyprus F7
OLENA LOGINOVA 2013 1st Place in Cyprus P3
CHRISTINA MICHAEL 2013 1st Place in Cyprus P7
CHRYSOVALANTIS FOTIOU 2013 1st Place in Greece F4
MARIA BALAFOUTI 2013 1st Place in Greece F4
CHRISTINA PARAVALOU 2013 1st Place in Greece F5
CHRYSOVALANTIS FOTIOU 2013 1st Place in Greece F6
STYLIANOS NIKOLAKAKIS 2013 1st Place in Greece F7
CHRISTINA PARAVALOU 2013 1st Place in Greece F7
EVDOXIA PANAGIOTOPOULOU 2013 1st Place in Greece F7
ILEKTRA SPYROPOULOU 2013 1st Place in Greece F7
KONSTANTINOS CHRONOPOULOS 2013 1st Place in Greece F8
KONSTANTINOS CHRONOPOULOS 2013 1st Place in Greece F9
PELAGIA KOUMOUNDOUROU 2013 1st Place in Greece P1
ALEXANDROS KOLIOS 2013 1st Place in Greece P2
ELISSAVET TOPALIDOU 2013 1st Place in Greece P3
EVANGELOS GKARIPIS-KARIPIDIS 2013 1st Place in Greece P4
KALLIOPI TZIOTI 2013 1st Place in Greece P5
MARIA GIAKOUPIDOU 2013 1st Place in Greece P6 
SOTIRIOS LEKKOS 2013 1st Place in Greece P7
PANAGIOTIS KATSALIAKIS 2013 1st Affiliate in Greece  -
KALLIOPI TZIOTI 2013 2nd Affiliate in Greece  -
GEORGIOS MALAINOS 2013 3rd Affiliate in Greece  -
ASIMINA KOULOURI 2013 3rd Affiliate in Greece  -
ANTIS ZINONOS 2013 1st Place in Cyprus F5
AGAPI TRYFONOVA 2013 1st Place in Cyprus P1
MARINELLA GEORGIOU 2013 1st Place in Cyprus P2
SERGEY SHOR 2013 1st Place in Cyprus P2
KATERYNA SOKOLOVA 2013 1st Place in Cyprus P3
PHILIPP MALIK 2013 1st Place in Cyprus P4
HARIS TZIONIS 2013 3rd Affiliate in Cyprus  -
IOANNIS IGNATIDIS 2013 1st Place in Greece F7

CHRISTINA PARAVALOU 2013 1st Place in Greece F8
ILEKTRA SPYROPOULOU 2013 1st Place in Greece F9
OLYMPIA GKOUMA 2013 1st Place in Greece F9
STAVROS STAMATIOU 2013 1st Place in Greece P2
CHARALAMPOS MILIOTIS 2013 1st Place in Greece P4
DESPOINA KARYSTINAIOU 2013 1st Place in Greece P5

EVDOKIA EVGENIA EVANGELATOU 2013 1st Place in Greece and 2nd Affiliate in Greece P7

ANASTASIA BATSOULI 2013 3rd Affiliate in Greece  -
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